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Abstract –This paper proposes a probabilistic method for active distribution networks planning with integration of demand response.
Uncertainties related to solar irradiance, load demand and future load growth are modelled by probability density functions. The
method simultaneously minimizes the total operational cost and total energy losses of the lines from the point of view of distribution
network operators with integration of demand response over the planning horizon considering active management schemes including
coordinated voltage control and adaptive power factor control. Monte Carlo simulation method is employed to use the generated
probability density functions and the weighting factor method is used to solve the multi-objective optimization problem.

The

effectiveness of the proposed method is demonstrated with 16-bus UK generic distribution system.

Index Terms — Photovoltaic cells, uncertainties, loss minimization, demand response, distribution network operators, Monte Carlo
simulation.

NOMENCLATURE
A. Indices
b
i,j
g
l
t

Slack bus
Buses
Generator buses
Loads
Number of years

B. Variables
Voltage at bus i and year t
Vi ,t

 i,t

Voltage angle at bus i and year t

Pg ,t / Qg ,t

Active/reactive power of PVs at each bus and year t

Pb,t / Qb,t

Active/reactive power at slack bus at each bus and year t

Tij

Tap magnitude of OLTC

 g,t

Power factor angle of PVs at each bus and year t

i
i
Active/reactive power decrement in demand response program for load demand l at bus i and year t
PDR
(l ,t ) / QDR (l ,t )

C. Parameters

1

w1,w2

Weighting factors

Gij / Bij

Real/imaginary part of the element in the admittance matrix corresponding to ith row and jth column

Pli,t / Qli,t

Active/reactive power of load demand l at bus i and year t

C gi ,t
i
CDR
(l ,t )

S max

Vi

min

/ Vimax

Price offered by PVs to increase/decrease active power at bus i and year t
Price offered by load demand l at bus i and year t to decrease its active power schedule in the context
of demand response
Maximum solar inverter rating
Minimum/maximum values of voltage at bus i

 imin /  imax

Minimum/maximum values of voltage angle at bus i

max
Pgmin
,t / Pg ,t

Minimum/maximum values of active power of PVs at each bus and year t

max
Qgmin
, t / Qg , t

Minimum/maximum values of reactive power of PVs at each bus and year t

Pbmin / Pbmax

Minimum/maximum values of active power of slack bus

Qbmin / Qbmax

Minimum/maximum values of reactive power of PVs at slack bus

 gmin /  gmax

Minimum/maximum values of power factor angles

Tijmin / Tijmax

Lower/upper values of the tap magnitude of OLTC

I. INTRODUCTION
A. Aim and Approach
Distributed generators (DGs) and renewable energy sources (RES) are supposed to develop the design and operation of distribution
networks, which are evolving towards smart grids (SGs). The SG is defined as a grid which is able to deliver electricity to
consumers in a smart and controlled way [1]. In fact, the advantages of SGs are because of its ability to improve reliability
performance and responsiveness of customers and to encourage customers and the utility provider to make better decisions.
Therefore, demand response (DR), represents an integral part of SG [2]. The integration of DR needs communication systems and
sensors, automated metering, intelligent devices and specialized processors. DR refers to programs implemented by utility
companies to manage the energy consumption at the customer side of the meter [3]. Both utilities and customers can receive the
advantages of DR programs that can assist electricity markets to operate in an effective way, thus reducing peak demand and spot
price volatility [4]. This paper provides a probabilistic multi-objective methodology for assessing the amount of PV power that can
be injected into the grid and the energy losses of the lines with integration of DR considering active network management (ANM)
schemes such as coordinated voltage control (CVC) and adaptive power factor control (PFC). The method simultaneously
minimizes the total operational cost and the total energy losses of the lines from the point of view of DNOs over the planning
horizon considering network constraints and uncertainties. The uncertainties related to solar irradiance, load demand and future
load growth are modelled by probability density functions (PDFs). The stochastic nature of solar irradiance is modelled by Beta
PDF and other abovementioned uncertainties are modelled by Normal PDF. Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) method is utilized to
use the generated PDFs and the weighting factor method is used to solve the multi-objective optimization problem.
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B. Literature Review
Probabilistic approaches are utilized to handle various uncertainties in planning and operations of distribution network. In [5], the
authors proposed a combined MCS and optimal power flow (OPF) to maximize the social welfare by integrating DR scheme
considering different combinations of wind generation and load demand over a year. A stochastic formulation of load margin
taking into account the uncertainties related to RES integration into the network is proposed in [6]. In [7], a probabilistic reliability
criterion considering uncertainties related to component outage in the expansion planning is proposed. Moreover, the method
minimizes the investment budget for constructing new transmission lines considering the uncertainties of the transmission system.
In [8], the MCS is used to combine the correlated load demands and wind power generations by using the multivariate distribution
to choose random variables. The authors in [9] proposed a stochastic programming approach for reactive power scheduling of a
microgrid considering the uncertainty of wind power. In [10], the authors presented that fast/emergency reserve can be provided by
responsive loads such as residential and small commercial air conditioners. The control of residential heaters and pumps has been
applied for managing daily peak demands in [11].
C. Contributions
To the best of our knowledge, no probabilistic method for evaluating the impact of ANM schemes and DR on operational cost
and energy losses has been reported in the literature. The method allows the assessment of the amount of energy generated by PVs
and the energy losses that can be reduced considering uncertainties and network constraints. The proposed probabilistic method
can assist DNOs in evaluating the impact of PV integration in active distribution networks in terms of technical and economic
effects. The method can be used by DNOs to better allocate PVs at more advantageous locations in terms of consumers’ benefits
and cost reduction, network constraints and reliability. Conventional planning of distribution networks involving renewable energy
sources integration have not considered the combination of ANM schemes and DR on the operation of distribution network [1213].
The gap that this paper tries to fill is how the combination of DR and ANM schemes can impact on the energy generated by PVs,
total operational cost and network losses. Also, it investigates how it should be done considering uncertainties and DR. Therefore,
the major contributions of this paper are highlighted as follows:
1) Proposing a MCS-based multi-objective optimization approach which takes into account DR and ANM schemes at the
planning stage which has not been addressed so far.
2) Modelling the uncertainties related to solar irradiance, load demand and future load growth by PDFs.
3) Simultaneously minimizing total operational cost related to PV generation and load demand reduction and total active
power losses of the lines.
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D. Paper Organization
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II explains the structure of the proposed method. The ANM schemes and
uncertainty modeling are discussed in Sections III and IV, respectively. Problem formulation is described in Section V. Section VI
presents the 16-bus UK generic distribution system (UKGDS) and simulation results. Discussion and conclusions are presented in
Section VII.

II.

THE STRUCTURE OF THE PROPOSED METHOD

The proposed probabilistic method is based on MCS considering stochastic variations of solar irradiance, load demand and
future load growth over the planning horizon. The method randomly generates solar irradiance, load demand and load growth from
probability density functions (PDFs). For each combination of solar irradiance and load demand, different multi-objective
optimizations are carried out to simultaneously minimize the total operational cost and total energy losses with integration of DR
considering ANM schemes and network constraints. A quantitative probabilistic analysis of technical indicators such as total
operational cost, energy generated by PVs and energy losses can be achieved by the aggregate results of the MCS. The following
steps are carried out by the proposed method. The following steps are carried out by the proposed method as shown in Fig.1.
1) Set the candidate buses according to solar irradiance historical data.
2) Define sizes of PVs and irradiance-power curves of PVs.
3) Model the uncertainty related to solar irradiance by using Beta PDF [14].
4) Derive the PDF of the PV’s active power output on the basis of the Beta PDF of solar irradiance and irradiance to power
conversion function of PVs as described in Section IV.
5) Model the uncertainties related to load demand and future load growth by Normal PDF [15].
6) Perform MCS of length N (number of samples).
7) For each sample of MCS, simultaneously minimize the total operational cost and total energy losses of the lines with
integration of DR considering ANM schemes and network constraints. The formulation of multi-objective optimization
problem is described in Section V.
8) The products of the proposed method provide the probabilistic energy generated by PVs, energy losses and total operational
cost.
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Fig.1.The structure of the proposed method

III. ANM SCHEMES
A. Coordinated Voltage Control
Conventional control approaches of on-load tap changer (OLTC) are either on the basis of voltage regulation at a single bus or
the compensation of voltage drop on a specific line. This kind of control approaches are on the basis of local measurements and are
appropriate for conventional distribution networks with unidirectional power flow. Nevertheless, these methods create problems in
distribution networks with bi-directional power flows. Instead, the area-based control method of OLTCs is on the basis of
measurements from network’s numerous places. Thus, the OLTCs’ voltage regulation can be on the basis of the voltage
information of the bus that has the most severe overvoltage problem [16].

B. PV Reactive Power Control and Capability Curve
Conventional distribution systems determine constant values for the secondary voltages of substation and operate DGs, for
different load conditions, at constant power factors whereas DNOs may differ the voltage of substation seasonally and determine
power factor within a specified limit. Due to PV reactive power control, the power factors used by the PV differ according to the
demand and generation levels. PV inverters have the capability of voltage support by controlling reactive power at the point of
common coupling (PCC). The reactive power output and the voltage control capability of PV at the PCC are restricted by the
apparent power rating of the inverter. Inverter overcapacity is required at maximum active power injection to give reactive power
support [17] as shown in Fig.2.
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Fig.2. Capability curve of PV inverter

IV.

UNCERTAINTY MODELING

A. Output Power of Solar Generating Sources
The generated power of a PV module relies on three parameters, namely, solar irradiance, ambient temperature of the site and the
characteristics of the module itself. The solar irradiance is modelled using a beta PDF [18] which is described as follows:

PDF ( s) 
 (   )
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(
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where s represents the solar irradiance (kW/m2). In order to calculate the parameters of Beta PDF (α, β), the mean (µ) and standard
deviation (σ) of the random variable are utilized as follows:
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1 
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The irradiance to power conversion function used in this paper is similar to that used in [19]:

Ppv (s)   pv  S pv  s

(3)

where Ppv (s) represents PV output power (kW) for irradiance s;  pv and S pv are the efficiency (%) and total area (m2) of PV
system, respectively. According to the given irradiance distribution and irradiance to power conversion function, the PV power
distribution can be obtained.
B. Load Demand Uncertainty
The loads at each bus are modelled by a Normal PDF as follows:
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PDF ( SiL ) 

1
(2iL )

exp([

( SiL  iL ) 2
])
2( iL ) 2

(4)

where SiL is the apparent power demand at bus i, iL and ( iL ) 2 are the mean and variance of demand at bus i, respectively.

C. Future Load Growth
Suppose that the original load l at bus i is PLi (0) , and the load growth at this bus in year t of the planning horizon is  PLi (t ) and
follows Normal PDF according to following formulation:  PLi (t ) ~ N (i (t ),  i2 (t )) . Thus, the load at bus i in year t
is PLi (t )  PLi (t  1)   PLi (t ) .

V.

PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this paper, any branch is modeled as a symmetrical π series with an ideal transformer with ratio 1/T as shown in Fig.3.
Bus j

Bus i
Gij+Bij

Vj

Vi

1:T
Fig.3. Model of a generic branch

A. Objective Functions
7% of electricity generated in the UK is lost as distribution losses but marginal losses are higher and may be up to 30% at the
extreme edges of the networks [20]. Therefore, energy losses minimization has positive effects in distribution networks such as
voltage drop reduction, voltage profile improvement and other economic and environmental advantages. On the other hand, from
the point of view of DNOs, it is essential to evaluate the available distribution network capacity in terms of renewable DG
penetration without needing extra investments in the network. However, the DR is an important resource that enables a more
efficient system operation taking advantage of the active role that each consumer should assume in the system management in the
scope of smart grid [21]. Therefore, based on these considerations, the objective of the proposed planning problem is jointly
minimizing the total operational cost with integration of DR program and the total energy losses of the lines from the point of view
of DNOs over the planning horizon considering ANM schemes subject to network constraints as described in the following.
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Minimize f obj  w1 f obj1  w2 f obj2
NT G

f obj1 

 C

NT

i
g ,t

 Pgi ,t 

t 1 g 1

 G (V
ij

t 1

i

i
DR (l ,t )

(5)

i
 PDR
( l ,t )

t 1 l 1

NT

f obj2 

L

 C

2
i ,t



V j2,t

j

Tij2

2

Vi ,tV j ,t cos( i ,t   j ,t )
Tij

)

where f obj is the total objective function. w1 , w2 are weighting factors and w1  w2  1 . f obj1 is the total operational cost. The first
and second terms of f obj1 are respectively the operational cost of the PVs and demand reduction. f obj2 is the total energy losses of
the lines over the planning horizon. C gi ,t is the price offered by each PV to increase/decrease active power at bus i and year t, Pgi ,t is
the generated active power by each PV at generator buses and year t. Pli,t / Qli,t is active/reactive power of load demand l at bus i
i
and year t. C DR
(l ,t ) is the price offered by load demand l at bus i and year t to decrease its active power schedule in the context of
i
the DR program, PDR
(l ,t ) is active power decrement in DR program for load demand l at bus i and year t. Vi , t ,  i,t and V j , t ,  j, t are

respectively voltage and voltage angle at buses i and j and year t. NT is the planning period.
B. Network Constraints
a) Equality Constraints: Active and reactive power balance at each bus and year
G

L

 P   (P
i
g ,t

g 1

i
DR (l ,t )

 Pli,t ) 

l 1

N bus

V

i ,tV j ,t Tij

Gij cos( i,t   j,t )  Bij sin( i,t   j,t )

(6a)

j 1
G



L

Qgi ,t 

g 1

 (Q

i
DR (l ,t )

 Qli,t ) 

l 1

N bus

V

i ,tV j ,t Tij

Gij sin( i,t   j,t )  Bij cos( i,t   j,t )

(6b)

j 1

where Gij and Bij are respectively the real and imaginary part of the element in the bus admittance matrix corresponding to the ith
row and jth column, Tij is the tap magnitude of OLTC, N bus is the number of buses.

b) Inequality Constraints

-Branch flow constraints
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(Gij2  Bij2 )(Vi 2,t 

V j2,t
Tij2

2

Vi ,tV j ,t cos( i ,t   j ,t )
Tij

)  I ijmax

(7)

where I ijmax is the maximum current flow of wires.
-Voltage limits at each bus

Vimin  Vi,t  Vimax

(8)

 imin   i,t   imax

(9)

where Vi , t and  i,t are respectively the voltage magnitude and voltage angle at bus i and year t, Vimin / Vimax and  imin /  imax
represent the min/max values they can assume.
-PV generation constraint
max
Pgmin
,t  Pg ,t  Pg ,t

(10)

max
Qgmin
,t  Qg ,t  Qg ,t

(11)

Pg2,t  Qg2,t  S max

(12)

max
where Pg , t and Qg , t are respectively generated active and reactive powers of PV at each bus at year t; Pgmin
,t / Pg ,t and
max
max
is the maximum solar inverter rating.
Qgmin
,t / Qg ,t represent the min/max values they can assume at year t. S

-Capacity constraints at slack bus

Pbmin  Pb,t  Pbmax

(13)

Qbmin  Qb,t  Qbmax

(14)

where Pb, t and Qb, t are active and reactive powers at the slack bus at year t, respectively; Pbmin / Pbmax and Qbmin / Qbmax represent
the min/max values they can assume.

-OLTC Tap limits

Tijmin  Tij  Tijmax

(15)

where Tij is the tap magnitude of OLTC, Tijmin and Tijmax are respectively lower and upper limits they can assume.
-Power factor angle of PVs

gmin  g ,t  gmax

(16)
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where  g, t is the power factor angle of PVs at year t, and  gmin /  gmax are min/max values of power factor angle.
-DR constraint
i
i ,max
0  PDR
(l ,t )  PDR (l )

(17)

i
i ,max
0  QDR
(l ,t )  QDR (l )

(18)

max
max
where PDR
(l ) / QDR (l ) are maximum active/reactive power decrement of load demand l at bus i in the DR context. The optimization

variables of the multi-objective optimization problem include
i
i
vector X  (Vi,t , i,t , Pgi ,t , Qgi ,t , Pb,t , Qb,t , PDR
(l ,t ) , PDR (l ,t ) , g ,t , Tij ) .

VI.

CASE STUDY AND SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, the distribution system used to test the proposed method is described. The following analyses are based on 33 kV
16-bus rural weakly meshed UKGDS whose data are available in [22]. The single-line diagram of the distribution system is shown
in Fig.4. The feeders are supplied by two identical 30-MVA 132/33 kV transformers. Two OLTCs, allocated between buses 1 and
2, has a target voltage of 1.05 p.u. at the secondary. A voltage regulator (VR) is located between buses 8 and 9, with the latter
having a target voltage of 1.03 p.u..Voltage limits are taken to be ±6% of nominal value, i.e. Vmin= 0.94 and Vmax= 1.06 p.u. and
the power factor of PVs ranges from 0.95 leading to 0.95 lagging. The total peak demand is 38.2 MW. The cost of DR program
paid to the customers to reduce their load demand for 10% at each bus is assumed to be 20£/MWh. The generation cost of PVs is
assumed to be 10£/MWh. It is assumed that buses 5, 11 and 16 are three possible PV locations but it is notable that the selection of
possible PV locations relies on non-technical factors such as legal requirements, space/land availability and other amenities. These
three PV locations represent a load centre (at bus 5), a long feeder in urban area (at bus 11) and a rural area (at bus 16). Therefore,
this choice provides different voltage rise/drop scenarios.
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Fig.4. 16-bus UKGDS with candidate locations for PVs
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PV

Three 15 MW PVs are installed at buses 5, 11 and 16. Each of them is composed of 151MW solar panels with

 pv  18.6 % and S pv  10 m 2 . The Beta PDF parameters of the solar irradiance are assumed to be α= 6.5, β = 3.5. The average
hourly solar irradiance and the histogram of the Beta PDF of the considered solar irradiance are shown in Figs. 5 (a), 5(b),
respectively. Load demand and load growth over the planning horizon are modeled by Normal PDF. The histogram of the PDF of
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load demand and load growth is shown in Figs. 6(a), 6(b), respectively.
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Fig.5. (a) hourly solar irradiance, (b) histogram of solar irradiance
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The proposed method is applied to the abovementioned distribution network and implemented in GAMS and solved using
IPOPT solver [23] on a PC with Core i7 CPU and 16 GB of RAM. The stochastic load demand and solar irradiance vary on hourly
basis corresponding to 26280 (3×8760) samples of the MCS over the three-year planning horizon. In the sampling procedure, the
possible sampling values are generated on hourly basis in year t. Note that each year of the planning horizon is equal to 8760
sampling hours. The method is on the basis of MCS technique considering different combinations of solar irradiance and load
demand over the planning horizon. Particularly, on an hourly basis, 26280 samples with different combinations of solar irradiance
and load demand are assumed. In order to investigate the impact of ANM schemes and DR program on total operational cost and
energy losses, four different scenarios are taken into account as presented in Table I. The scenarios consider different combinations
of ANM schemes and DR program. For each scenario, the total operational cost and energy losses of the network are examined.
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Scenarios
A
B
C

D

CVC




PFC



TABLE I. SCENARIOS
Demand response


PF= 0.95 lagging


-

The sensitivity analysis is performed to choose the proper combination of the weighting factors in (5). The weighting factors are
varied from 0.1 to 0.9 by steps of 0.05, so that w1+w2 =1. Then, by solving the objective function (5) for each combination, the
weighting combinations with the lowest values are selected. Analysis results are presented in Table II. It is worth noting that for
various combinations of weightings, the values of objective functions are almost the same because of the non-convex optimality
front. Therefore, in Table II, only the combinations are presented that their corresponding values for objective functions are
different. It is observed from the table that the best set of weightings is w1=0.3 and w2=0.7. Moreover, it is obvious from Table II
that the method is not very sensitive to the weightings selection.

Mean of energy generated by PVs (MWh)

TABLE II. SOLUTION OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION WITH DIFFERENT
COMBINATIONS OF WEIGHTINGS
Solution Weighting factor
Objective Functions
#
w1
w2
Operational Cost (£/h)
energy losses (kWh)
1
0.1
0.9
451.88
687.13
2
0.2
0.8
451.28
686.26
3
0.3
0.7
451.20
685.94
4
0.4
0.6
452.26
686.24
5
0.5
0.5
452.95
686.92
6
0.6
0.4
453.13
687.31
7
0.7
0.3
453.54
687.79
8
0.8
0.2
453.89
688.98
9
0.9
0.1
454.26
689.10

40
35

Year 1
Year 2
Year 3

30
25
20
15
10
5
0

A

B

C

D

Scenarios
Fig.7. Mean of energy generated by PVs in different scenarios over the planning horizon
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The mean of energy generated by PVs over the planning horizon in different scenarios is shown in Fig.7. Assuming an uncertain
load growth for each year of planning horizon, the energy generated by PVs increases proportionally to load growth. It is seen that
the energy generated with no ANM scheme during the last year of planning horizon is about 25 MWh while in scenario B, this
value is about 30 MWh, thus, the energy generated by PVs increases about 20% compared to that in scenario A. Note that the
energy generated by PVs is limited by the voltage and thermal limits of the lines. In scenario C (considering both CVC and PFC
schemes) and the last year of planning horizon, the energy generated is almost 33 MWh, thus, energy generated increases about
32% compared to that with no ANM schemes. The impact of using both ANM schemes including CVC and PFC along with DR
integration (Scenario D) on the energy generated by PVs is evident. In scenario D and the last year of the planning horizon, the
energy generated is about 38 MWh which is increased about 50% compared to that in scenario A. Table III presents the objective
functions in different scenarios. It is seen that in scenario A, the total operational cost and the total energy losses are respectively
about 451 £/h and 686 kWh. In scenario B, these values respectively decrease about 11% and 10% compared to those in Scenario
A. In scenario C, considering ANM schemes, the total operational cost and total energy losses are about 353 £/h and 583 kWh,
respectively in which the decrement of the objective functions compared to those in Scenario A are about 21% and 15%. In
scenario D, considering ANM schemes and DR program integration, the objective functions have the lowest values compared to
those in other scenarios. The decrement of the total operational cost and total energy losses compared to those in scenario A are
about 27% and 25%, respectively. As a result, by adopting ANM schemes and DR program integration, more PV energy can be
generated and energy losses and total operational cost reduce compared to those in passive networks.
Scenarios
A
B
C

D

TABLE III. OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS IN DIFFERENT SCENARIOS
Objective Functions
Total cost (£/h)
Energy losses (kWh)
451.20
685.94
401.17
622.36
353.55
583.78
326.72
512.65

VII.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, a probabilistic methodology based on MCS technique for the planning of active distribution networks with
integration of DR considering ANM schemes is proposed. The method jointly minimizes total operational cost and total energy
losses of the lines from the point of view of DNOs over the planning horizon taking into account uncertainties and network
constraints. The stochastic nature of solar irradiance, load demand and future load growth are modelled by PDFs. MCS is utilized
to use the generated PDFs and the weighting factor method is used to solve the multi-objective optimization problem.
ANM is considered as an important means of increasing the capability of distribution networks to install renewable DGs. In the
future, ANM will characterize an efficient solution for DNOs to integrate and operate PVs in distribution networks, therefore,
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contributes to reducing the tensions between DG developers, who aim at maximizing their profits by increasing energy production,
and DNOs, who aim at minimizing network operating and investment costs [24-28].
Results show that high penetration levels of PV generation capacity and cost and loss reduction can be reached by properly
implementing ANM schemes and DR in comparison with the passive distribution networks.
It is worth noting that in order to choose the most proper ANM scheme, each scheme or a combination of them should be assessed
taking into account the economic benefits under different scenarios. To assess of the economic feasibility of every scheme, the key
elements to be taken into account including energy losses reduction in the network, increment of PV production and the benefits of
network reinforcement strategies compared to those in passive distribution networks.
The method has been applied to larger networks which is not presented here and the results have proved the scalability of the
proposed method and its applicability to larger networks. Moreover, it also can cope with a larger number of decision variables and
even if this will result in increasing the computational burden but as the method is used for long-term planning studies this is not
considered as a constraint.
Suppliers, aggregators or other industry parties will need to invest in systems and equipment to implement DR. This would include,
for example, IT systems to communicate with smart meters, conveying the value of DR at any given time, and billing systems to be
able to provide more sophisticated dynamic tariffs [29]. Therefore, the proposed method can be used as a tool for DNOs to evaluate
the impact of PV penetration on a given network in terms of technical and economic effects as well as to better plan the integration
of PVs into distribution networks. Moreover, the proposed method allows the decision makers to understand the implications of
various choices on technical and economic performances of the distribution system.
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